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Abstract

Language engineering is software engineering concerned with com-
puter languages. Agile language engineering is the result of adapting
agile principles to language engineering. An agile language engineer-
ing process is geared to ever changing requirements and fosters higher
language quality, software quality, and developer productivity. It pro-
vides short iteration cycles, intensive user integration, control over
frequent changes, and continuous delivery of valuable language tools.
In this paper, we point out technological premises for agile language
engineering; and we sketch how they are met by well-known as well as
upcoming techniques and tools from language engineering.

1 Introduction
Languages change [16]. A language description, as any other piece of soft-
ware, is designed, developed, tested, and maintained. But above all, the
purpose and scope of languages change and languages have to be adapted.
This applies especially to domain-specific languages that are designed for a
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specific purpose without exact prior knowledge about this purpose. Lan-
guage tools should not be built from scratch every time a language changes.
Also, models and programs written in a language are valuable assets that
must be preserved and adapted when the language changes. Language en-
gineering [24, 9] addresses the quality of languages and the productivity of
language development. In this paper, we address the problem of enabling
language engineering to facilitate frequent changes.

Software engineering methodologies and techniques can be classified in
a continuum spanning from predictive to adaptive. A predictive process is
thoroughly planned and adapts hardly to changing requirements. In contrast,
adaptive processes can easily adapt to changing requirements—the future is
not planned in detail. Still, these processes can be well-defined. In 2001, the
Agile Manifesto [7] defined principles for agile software development. Agile
software development lies on the adaptive side of the continuum and is based
on evolutionarily changing the software product in short iterations. The user
is steadily involved and there is a usable, valuable software product at the
end of each iteration.

In this paper, we apply agile principles to language engineering. Agile lan-
guage engineering provides short iteration cycles, intensive user integration,
control over frequent changes, and continuous delivery of valuable language
tools.

In the following section, we introduce some necessary terminology. In
Section 3, we present the agile principles for language engineering. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe how an agile language engineering process may look like
in general, and we demonstrate by an exemplary language how it can be
realised with metamodelling technologies in particular. We discuss related
work in Section 5 and conclude with our contribution and future work in
Section 6.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we give a short introduction into the foundations of agile
language engineering. We discuss the different aspects of a language, several
formalisms for describing a language, and domain-specific languages.
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2.1 Language Aspects
Generally, a language comprises two aspects: the appearance and the mean-
ing of language instances. Descriptions of computer languages reflect these
aspects: The concrete syntax of a language describes the appearance and
structure of language constructs. The abstract syntax specifies only the struc-
ture of language constructs. The semantics of a language describes the mean-
ing of language constructs with respect to a semantic domain. These descrip-
tions are closely related: Semantics are expressed in terms of the concrete or
abstract syntax. Since both concern the structure of the language, concrete
and abstract syntax interdepend. Language tools are derived from language
descriptions—partly automatically generated, partly by hand. Keeping the
different language descriptions, language instances, and language tools in
sync is one of the serious challenges to language engineering.

2.2 Language Formalisms
Existing language engineering technology relies on different language models
to describe language aspects. The underlying formalism (grammars, graph
grammars, or metamodels), can be used to classify existing language engi-
neering environments into grammar ware, graph grammar ware, and model
ware [24]. In this paper, we touch on all formalisms but concentrate on model
ware.
Grammars and related formalisms are the traditional way to specify the

concrete and the abstract syntax of textual computer languages. Various
formalisms exist to express the semantics of such languages in a denotational,
axiomatic, or operational way. This can be done in terms of either the
abstract or the concrete syntax of the language.
Graph grammars extend the idea of grammars to graphs. The (graph-

ical) syntax of a language can be described by the production rules of a
graph grammar [39]. The semantics of graphical languages can be defined
operational or as a transformation to another language with triple graph
grammars.

A metamodel is an object-oriented specification of the abstract syntax of a
language. They are used in Model Driven Engineering (MDE) where models
are the primary engineering artefacts. For textual languages, a grammar and
a mapping between syntax trees and language instances can describe the con-
crete syntax of the language [4, 59] as done for the OCL standard [36] or for
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SDL [17]. For graphical languages, a mapping between language constructs
and graphical elements defines the concrete syntax. Language semantics can
be expressed in denotational or operational semantics by model transforma-
tions.

2.3 Domain-Specific Languages
A domain-specific language (DSL) is a special type of language used to in-
crease the productivity of software developers. In contrast to general purpose
languages, a DSL provides domain-specific terms that cannot be applied gen-
erally but only in a limited domain. DSLs allow for more precise and readable
expressions than general purpose languages. This enables domain experts
with less programming experience to participate in software engineering.

The domain-specific nature of a DSL makes it subject to frequent change.
Typically, concepts, concrete syntax, and semantics of a DSL are not clear
in the first place. Prototypical language tools should be delivered to the
domain experts as early as possible. Usage of these prototypes as well as
communication between domain experts and language engineers reveal nec-
essary changes. Changes should then result in new prototypes. Especially
in the beginning, several changes can be expected. Therefore, an iterative
development process is desirable. Language concepts must be easy to define
and easy to change.

Usually, the application range and reuse of a DSL is limited. Neverthe-
less, a wide variety of language tools is needed: Editors are used to create
language instances; compilers or interpreters are needed to execute or simu-
late language instances; debuggers and analysis tools are other useful tools
for software developers. Therefore, the development of language tools for a
DSL must be efficient. This suggests generic or generative solutions.
Agile language engineering as discussed in this paper is particular useful

for the development of DSLs. It provides short iteration cycles, intensive
user integration, control over frequent changes, and continuous delivery of
language tools.

3 Agile Principles for Language Engineering
The Manifesto for Agile Software Development [7] embraces the fundamental
principles underlying agile software development methods. In this section, we
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examine the questions that arise from applying these principles to language
engineering. We discuss these questions in the following section.

Agile software engineering emphasises individuals and interaction, par-
ticularly user collaboration. Face-to-face conversation is considered the most
efficient and effective way to convey information. This comprises both,
engineer-engineer and user-engineer conversation. What roles are involved in
agile language engineering? What are the typical scenarios? How are roles
allocated in these scenarios? What are the consequences for the engineering
process? We study these questions in Section 4.1.

Agile software engineering requires an engineering process. So does agile
language engineering. How could an agile language engineering process look
like? Which steps does it consist of? How are the roles assigned in the
process? We propose a process answering these questions in Section 4.2.

In agile software engineering, working software is the primary measure of
progress. It should be delivered frequently and as early as possible. Working
software means that the user can execute and use the delivered software.
Languages are not executable and usable themselves. What does working
language mean? How can we make a language work? In Section 4.3, we
investigate these questions in detail.

Another principle in agile software engineering is the continuous delivery
of valuable software. Testing ensures the quality of software and is an integral
part of an agile process. What does testing mean for languages? When is
a language test correct? What are appropriate test cases? How can a test
suite be evaluated? We discuss these questions in Section 4.4.

Agile software engineering welcomes changing requirements, even late in
development. Furthermore, frequent change is encouraged in order to ensure
technical excellence, good design, and simplicity. Automated refactoring
guarantees certain preservation properties and helps to control changes in
agile processes. How can we control language change? What are the impli-
cations of the interdependencies of language aspects and tools? What impact
does language change have on language instances? We consider these ques-
tions and stepwise language adaptation as a way to control language change
in Section 4.5.
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4 Agile Language Engineering Applied
In this section, we describe how agile language engineering can be realised
using tools from the field of model ware. Thus, we answer the questions
formulated in the last section. In each of the following subsections, we first
discuss one of agile language engineering’s aspects in a general fashion and
then exemplify it. For this, we use a running example from the earthquake
detection domain.

Example 1 (Domain earthquake detection) At the present time, our
research group is working on SAFER [46], a multidisciplinary project of
the European Union involving institutions from computer science, multiple
geologic disciplines, meteorology, and disaster management. In this project,
we develop technologies for earthquake early warning systems. An integral
part of such a system is an earthquake detection algorithm, which constantly
processes data coming from an acceleration sensor. Developing an earthquake
detection algorithm requires knowledge from seismologists. In [43], we suggest
enabling seismologists or other domain experts to directly contribute to a
system model by providing them with a language they understand easily. This
calls for a DSL with concepts that the seismologists know and with a concrete
syntax that matches their intuition.

4.1 Language Engineering Roles
Agile language engineering is concerned with three roles: Domain experts
(DE) possess the knowledge necessary to develop software in a specific do-
main. For example, they can formulate requirements for the software. Often,
domain experts are also users of the software. The software is implemented
by software engineers (SE). In the context of agile language engineering, a
software engineer is also a language user (LU = SE), namely the user of a
DSL, which should ease software development The DSL itself is developed
by a language engineer (LE).

Of course, each of these roles cannot only be played by one person but
also by a group of people. Moreover, one person or group can also play
multiple roles at once; we distinguish two development scenarios:
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1. DE, [SE = LE]:
Software engineers develop the language they use. Typically, the used
language is a so-called internal DSL that is defined inside a flexible,
metaprogrammable host language. Here, language engineering is an in-
tegral part of software engineering. The software engineer instruments
abstraction mechanisms of the host language to create software more
efficient, maximising reuse. This is for example the case in language-
oriented programming [15].
In this scenario, domain concepts are first realised as software arte-
facts—expressed with the DSL as it looks so far. If a domain concept
has proved its value, it is incorporated into the DSL.

2. [DE = SE], LE:
Domain experts develop (parts of) the software themselves; they are
integrated into the software engineering process. For this, they need a
language. Typically, the used language is a special external DSL with
limited application scope. An external DSL, in contrast to an internal
DSL, is an independent language that can have a concrete syntax built
specially to match the domain experts’ intuition.
In this scenario, new domain concepts are identified by the domain ex-
perts. Given that the DSL—due to its limited application scope—does
not allow to express the new concepts with existing ones, they are
directly incorporated into the DSL by the language engineer.

Both scenarios can benefit from agile language engineering because languages
are continuously extended during software development [54] in both scenar-
ios.

Example 2 (Role assignment) In the earthquake detection example, the
domain expert is a seismologist. As already stated, we want to enable him to
directly express earthquake detection algorithms with a DSL. This corresponds
to the second scenario (DE = SE, LE): By using a DSL, the seismologist also
acts as a software engineer; but he depends on a language engineer to define
and extend the DSL he uses.

4.2 An Agile Language Engineering Process
Realising the vision of agile language engineering requires an engineering
process. Extreme programming [6] is an established process for agile soft-
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Figure 1: Agile language engineering process.

ware engineering. Its most distinctive feature compared to more predictive
engineering processes, like the waterfall model, is the fast succession of small
iterations. In each iteration, the software product is extended with a new
function. This function is tested with automated tests and then presented to
software users in acceptance tests. They can express their change requests in
the form of user stories, which are considered in the next iteration. Inspect-
ing architecture and design of the software is a regular task. This leads to
changes of already implemented parts of the software. Therefore, refactoring
is an integral part of agile software engineering.

We propose to apply a very similar process for agile language engineering
(Figure 1). The differences lie in the tasks performed in the process steps
and in the artefacts created. User stories given by language users act as
input into the process. User stories are about what language users want to
model with the language, how models should look like, what they should
mean, and how tools should behave. From these stories, language engineers
derive a realisation of the language. Such a realisation contains declarative
models that language tools can be generated from automatically. Addition-
ally, such a realisation can contain manually implemented tools or manual
modifications of generated tools (cf. Section 4.3). Like with agile software
engineering, the realisation is tested with automated tests and then presented
to language users in acceptance tests. However, it is more complex to test
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a language than testing ordinary software: all language aspects (abstract
syntax, concrete syntax, semantics) and all tools for the language must be
tested (cf. Section 4.4). If errors are found or change requests arise, the
language must be adapted. This, again, is more complex for languages than
for ordinary software. The specifications of the different language aspects
are interdependent and already existing language instances and tools must
be co-adapted when the language changes (cf. Section 4.5).

Example 3 (Creating the first model sketch) The stream-oriented lan-
guage is developed iteratively. A seismologist, who plays the role of a language
user, and a computer scientist, who plays the role of a language engineer, start
the first iteration with discussing some example uses of the new language.
For the beginning, they concentrate on one specific detection algorithm called
STA/LTA [48]. The seismologist sketches his ideas in an informal ad-hoc
concrete syntax on a whiteboard (Figure 2). It is part of a larger user story
about how this model is used, e.g. how it is executed.
The intention behind the model is as follows: Streams come out of sensor

sources, go through filters and then into sinks. Sensor readings from an
acceleration sensor are piped through a filter (STA/LTA) that realises the
earthquake detection. The filter forwards sensor readings that are considered
to be the beginning of an earthquake and blocks all others. The frequency of
sensor readings is limited by another filter, detection time filter, before they
stream into the stream sink detection warning. This stream sink generates
an earthquake warning whenever a sensor reading streams in, for example by
activating a warning horn.
The seismologist wants to control timing properties of the STA/LTA de-

tection and of the detection time filter. Furthermore, he wants to control
the sound level of the detection warning. For this, seismologist and language
engineer include corresponding parameters in the model.
In the next step (Section 4.3), the language engineer will derive the first

version of a stream-oriented language from the model sketch. In a later step
(Section 4.4), the model sketch itself will be represented formally and will be
used to test the metamodel of the language.
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Figure 2: First sketch of an earthquake detection algorithm.

4.3 Make a Language Work
Agile engineering is about working software. We define a language as work-
ing, if tools exists that enable users to create, analyse, transform, and run
instances of that language. The concrete set of tools depends on the nature
of the language. If we have to produce a working language right from the
beginning, we need technology that allows us to create language tools fast
and based on potentially incomplete information. Consequently, we need
toolkits and frameworks that allow us to describe language tools on a high
level of abstraction, without the need to fill in all the details right from the
beginning.

Existing language engineering frameworks consist of meta-languages and
meta-tools. Meta-languages allow to describe distinct language aspects.
Meta-tools can be used to automatically derive language tools from these
descriptions in a generic or generative way. The frameworks thereby allow
an efficient generative engineering of language tools. To create a full tool-
chain of language tools, we have to use several frameworks in combination.

Examples for language frameworks for grammar-based language engineer-
ing are the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [52], LDL [40], and The Eclipse
IMP [22]. Model-based frameworks are usually based on a metamodelling
language similar to OMG’s MOF recommendations. Important work in this
area are DSL-development frameworks like GME [3] or XMF [14] (originated
in the MMF approach [13]), and metaprogramming facilities like MPS [15],
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Kermeta [50], MetaEdit+ [34], AToM3 [35], AMMA [42], or openArchitec-
tureWare [1]. Other frameworks are based on graph grammars and graph
transformations: Graph REwrite And Transformations (GReaT) [12], Dia-
Gen [53], or Tiger [49]. These frameworks allow to generate editors, analysers,
interpreters or simulators, and compilers or code-generators.

Example 4 (Metamodel for the stream-oriented language) The lan-
guage engineer in our example needs to create an editor and a simulator for
the stream-oriented language. We choose a metamodel based approach for this
example and use existing metamodel based frameworks to build a graphical
editor and simulator. First, the language engineer derives a first metamodel
version based on the first model sketch in Figure 2. This metamodel contains
basic stream-oriented concepts that are necessary for the development of an
earthquake detection algorithm. The language engineer works agile and it-
eratively and, thus, constructs a minimal metamodel with only indispensable
elements like that in Figure 3. At this stage, the metamodel is kept so simple
that it hardly allows to formulate any other model than that in Figure 2.

Example 5 (Editor for the stream-oriented language) In order to cre-
ate an editor that supports a graphical concrete syntax, the language engineer
uses the Eclipse Graphical Modelling Framework GMF [20]. He models the
graphical concrete syntax with meta-languages of GMF. He defines the sym-
bols (boxes and circles) and their connections (arrows) in a “graphical model”
and maps them to classes and associations of the metamodel in a “mapping
model”. From these models of the concrete syntax, GMF generates an editor
that allows to create and manipulate models. Figure 5 shows a model created
with this editor.

Example 6 (Simulator for the stream-oriented language) To build a
simulator, the language engineer uses the techniques described in [47]. In that
paper, the authors present a framework that allows to augment a metamodel
with a semantics description. Based on this description, the framework can
generate a simulator for models that are instances of the metamodel. The
language engineer simply has to describe the language’s operational semantics
with operation signatures and implementations for these operations. The op-
eration signatures are placed in the existing metamodel classes. The operation
implementations are defined with an action language, similar to UML activ-
ities. Based on operation signatures and implementations, the framework
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can generate a model simulator that executes the operation implementations
on a given model and thereby interprets the model based on the described
semantics.
The metamodel in Figure 3 shows such operation signatures and further

utility classes necessary to describe the operational semantics. Figure 4 shows
the implementation of the operation StaLta:consume(value). When sim-
ulating the model from Figure 5, this operation is called by the acceleration
sensor for each measurement of seismic activity. This simulates a data stream
from the sensor to the connected STA/LTA filter. The filter computes a short
term average and a long term average over the arriving values. To realise
this, a StaLta instance uses two instances of the utility class MovingAverage
to store values and compute averages over a user-defined number of measure-
ments (time). The size of the averages is provided by the language user
through StaLta’s attributes. After calling MovingAverage:move(value) on
both averages, StaLta:consume(value) checks if seismic intensity raises by
comparing both averages. A significant raise indicates an earthquake. In
such cases, the filter calls consume(value) on the connected detection warn-
ing sink. Based on the metamodel and the operation descriptions, we can
derive a simulator for early warning systems described in this version of the
stream-oriented language.

In the example, both editor and simulator are automatically generated
from language descriptions based on the according frameworks. This allows
to build language tools fast, but also requires later manual work to integrate
tools tightly. On the one hand, we need the flexibility to choose from several
frameworks depending on concrete syntax (e.g. graphical or textual syntax)
and language semantics (e.g. operational or translational semantics). On
the other hand, not every framework is already integrated with every other
framework. Therefore, integrating frameworks or generated tools will be a
necessary burden of applying agile language engineering. Furthermore, we
cannot expect that all tools can be fully automatically generated. Specific
language requirements will always require manual alterations of the generated
tools.
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concepts for a 
first simple domain specific scenario

necessary for operational semantics

DetectionWarning

+w arningLevel : SoundLevel

+consume( value : String )

StaLta

+staTime : Integer
+ltaTime : Integer

+push( value : Object )
+consume( value : Object )

Sink

+consume( value : Object )

MovingAverage

-values : Integer [0..*]
-time : Integer

+move( value : Integer )
+getCurrentAvr() : Integer

+push( value : Object )

Source

SensorSource

+push( value : Object )

DetectionTimeFiler

+w aitTime : Integer

Filter

+sink+source

+sta

+lta

Figure 3: A metamodel with operations for the stream-oriented language.

=sta =value

call: move

put the new value
into the moving
averages

=lta =value

call: move

(sta.getCurrentAvr() / lta.getCurrentAvr()).round() > 4

check the sta lta condition

=sink ='earthquake'

call: consume

emit an object[true]

[false]

Figure 4: Behaviour description for the operation StaLta.consume(value)
in the metamodel.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of an editor generated with GMF. It shows the first
model expressed in the stream-oriented DSL.
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4.4 Test Support for Languages
Testing is one of the most important techniques to assess the quality of
a system [8]. The test execution is sub-divided in test cases. The basic
structure of each test case is as follows: A sequence of test input stimuli
is fed into the system under test (SUT). Then, the actual behaviour of the
SUT is compared to the expected behaviour. If they are different, then the
test case detected a fault. The set of all test cases for a SUT is a test
suite. Coverage criteria are used to define a certain level of quality for a test
suite [51]. They can also be used to define so-called test goals that are used
for test case generation [21].

There are several ways to integrate testing in the overall engineering pro-
cess. The Agile Manifesto proposes early testing. For example, this is realised
in extreme programming [6], where a test is written prior to the function of
the SUT it tests.

4.4.1 Testing in Agile Language Engineering

In this section, we suggest how to apply the mentioned aspects of testing to
agile language engineering. In the case of a language, the SUT consists of
the language description and language tools. We test the different aspects
of a language separately: we create tests for (1) the abstract syntax, (2)
the concrete syntax, (3) the semantics, and (4) the user acceptance of the
language tools. Note that these tests are executed in each iteration of the
agile language engineering process.

(1) The abstract syntax specification of a language has to be tested in
order to validate its expressiveness. One possibility to do this is by giving
positive and negative example instances of the language. Each example in-
stance forms one test case. When executing test cases, it is checked whether
positive (negative) example instances do indeed (not) comply to the abstract
syntax of the language. A tool realising this approach is MMUnit [45]. It
provides an editor for specifying example instances of the language under
test. MMUnit is an Eclipse plug-in based on EMF. It generates JUnit test
cases that can be easily integrated in an overall testing process.

(2) The concrete syntax of a language manifests in an editor. Conse-
quently, tests for the concrete syntax description are GUI tests. These GUI
tests can be based on a capture-replay-mechanism, which records the manu-
ally executed test cases of the domain expert to repeat them automatically.
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This technique has drawbacks if the design of GUI components is changed
often. Another way to implement automatic GUI tests is the automatic gen-
eration of test cases by analysing the concrete syntax description and the
used GUI generators. There are some tools that support automatic GUI
testing, e.g. Abbot [2].

(3) The tests for the semantics of a language depend on how the se-
mantics is described. Here, we deal with two kinds of semantics descriptions:
interpretative and transformative. With an interpretative approach, language
instances can be interpreted and executed directly. For testing, we create
an example instance and input data, feed them into the interpreter, and
compare expected and actual behaviour. With a transformative approach,
language instances are translated into an instance of another language, the
target language. This transformation has to be tested, e.g. with an auto-
mated approach [10]. If the target language’s instance is executable, the
result of the transformation can be tested, as well—like with an interpreta-
tive approach. For some approaches of semantics descriptions, test cases can
be automatically derived. For instance, when activity diagrams and OCL
describe the semantics, we can use approaches that generate test cases from
UML flow graphs and OCL [29, 58].

(4) All of the preceding test approaches can be automated to a certain
extent. The user acceptance tests, however, have to be performed manually
by a user. Informal aspects like the design (layout, colour) of dialogues can
influence the acceptance of language tools.

4.4.2 Evaluation of Tests

A test suite has a certain fault detection ability—depending on the test cases
included. Since testing cannot prove the absence of faults, this fault detec-
tion ability is used as a notion for quality. The quality of the test suite is
measured with coverage criteria. Although there is no proof for a relationship
between coverage criteria and fault-detection ability, the satisfaction of cer-
tain criteria is widely accepted as sufficient—even for safety-critical systems.
Coverage criteria are classified based on their foundation: structural [30],
functional [30], or fault coverage [19, 38], for instance. The language aspect
dictates the coverage criteria:

(1) Tests of the abstract syntax of a language target language structure.
Consequently, for such test cases we apply structural coverage criteria, e.g.,
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Figure 6: A screenshot of a test model in MMUnit.

Model Fragment Coverage Criterion [10], Association-end Multiplicity Crite-
rion, or Class Attribute Criterion [5].

(2) Coverage criteria for concrete syntax tests depend on the nature of
the syntax. For instance, for a graphical concrete syntax, coverage criteria
for GUI tests can be used: e.g., Event Coverage and Invocation Coverage
demand that all components of a GUI are invoked at least once [33].

(3) Coverage criteria for language semantics tests depend on the nature
of the semantics. Executable languages require functional criteria [30], for
instance. One such criterion is Modified Condition Decision Coverage [11].
It is widely accepted, e.g., required for software quality in airborne systems
and equipment certification (standard RTCA/DO-178B). For other kinds of
semantics specifications (e.g., rule-based), other coverage criteria are appro-
priate: e.g., Rule Coverage Criterion or Context-Dependent Rule Coverage
Criterion [26].

(4) As mentioned above, user acceptance depends on informal aspects like
the design of language tools. Therefore, coverage criteria cannot be applied.

Example 7 (Use of MMUnit to test the abstract syntax) In our ex-
ample, the language engineer uses MMUnit to test the abstract syntax of the
stream-oriented language. The stream-oriented language allows to describe
connected sources and sinks. One restriction is that each source must have ex-
actly one sink. To test this restriction, the language engineer defines positive
and negative example instances of the stream-oriented language in a so-called
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test specification (Figure 6): The test specification contains arbitrary and
forbidden elements—marked with a dashed and a thick border, respectively.
The test specification enforces that each source has exactly one sink by declar-
ing that oWarning2 (a second sink of oTimeFilter) is forbidden. Since the
necessary multiplicities between Source and Sink are missing in the designed
metamodel (cf. Figure 3), MMUnit does not reject the forbidden model. This
is a fault. Consequently, the metamodel has to be corrected.

Example 8 (Application of structural coverage criteria) We use the
coverage criterion Class Coverage with the MMUnit test specification: it cov-
ers 100% of the non-utility classes of the metamodel from Figure 3. Now,
we apply the coverage criterion Class Attribute Coverage: Because an in-
stance of class Sink can reference an instance of class Source and there are
3 non-abstract sub-classes of Sink and 3 of Source, there are 9 possible com-
binations for an instance of Sink referencing an instance of Source via the
attribute source. Since the test specification uses only 3 of them, it reaches
only about 33%.

Example 9 (Application of functional coverage criteria) We use cov-
erage criteria for a certain kind of flow graph: activity diagrams (Figure 4).
For testing the stream-oriented language, domain expert and language engi-
neer create a test set-up for StaLta::consume(value). This set-up contains
a sequence of low input values. Consequently, domain expert and language
engineer observe that the STA/LTA condition is always evaluated to false
but never to true. Therefore, the test uses just 5 out of 6 transitions and
reaches about 83% Transition Coverage. In the following, domain expert and
language engineer add a high test input value to the test input sequence so
that the STA/LTA condition is evaluated to true. Therefore, the test covers
100% of the transitions.

4.5 Language Adaptation
In an agile development process, change is encouraged. This holds for agile
language engineering as well. In this section, we discuss causes and locations
for language changes, the meaning of change to languages, and possibilities
to support change in an agile language engineering process.
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4.5.1 Language Change

Once a language is used, either in projects or in its tests, it becomes subject
to change. Actually, development is permanent change: Alternative designs
are explored in order to meet requirements. Well-known solutions are cus-
tomised for particular problems. New requirements are implemented and
old requirements may change. Thus, the language has to change. Redesign
arises due to a better understanding or to facilitate reuse. Errors are discov-
ered and corrected. Thereby, the language is typically changed stepwise in a
manual ad hoc fashion [25].

Change affects all aspects of a language: For instance, language usage
might reveal new requirements on the concrete syntax. As most requirements
relate to language concepts, the abstract syntax is subject to frequent change
due to evolving requirements. The same holds for language semantics since
requirements related to a language concept are commonly concerned with
its meaning as well. Thereby, changing one aspect of a language affects
the others. This holds particularly with regard to the abstract syntax of a
language. Here, changes are usually propagated to the highly related concrete
syntax and to semantics descriptions typically expressed in terms of abstract
syntax constructs.

Furthermore, language change propagates along the meta-dimension [16]
causing inconsistencies between the language and its instances. In general,
language instances co-change with the syntactical aspects of the language.
Additionally, instances might co-change with language semantics in order to
preserve the original semantics.

In addition to instances, co-change affects language tools. These tools
contain some aspects of a language implicitly. For example, parsers define the
concrete and abstract syntax implicitely. Editors include at least a concrete
syntax definition. Additionally, an editor might include an abstract syntax
for outline views and static semantics for semantic analyses. Tools have to
co-change with language specifications concerned with those aspects. For
purely generic approaches, co-change is a non-issue. Here, tools are fully
specified by the language description itself.

In other approaches, tools may be changed independently by hand causing
inconsistencies between tools and language specifications. These inconsisten-
cies often cause irremediable erosion where language specifications or tools
are not longer updated [16].
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4.5.2 Agile Adaptation

As we mentioned before, language change arises permanently. In agile lan-
guage engineering, language change is accepted and systematically managed.
Thereby, language erosion can be avoided.

For software engineering, automated transformations for code refactor-
ing [18, 37] enables agile processes by handling dependencies and widespread
changes. A refactoring guarantees behaviour preservation and states ex-
plicit properties of a change performed in terms of pre- and postconditions.
Nowadays, automated refactoring is integrated in modern IDEs for various
programming languages.

For agile language engineering, transformational language adaptation is
essential. An adaptation defines several pre- and postconditions as well as
its effect in terms of a transformation step. Each adaptation ensures par-
ticular semantics preservation and instance preservation properties [25, 56].
These properties define the quality of change and indicate the need for co-
adaptation. Tool support for adaptation exists for grammar-based [28] and
model-based language descriptions [55].

Each adaptation indicates co-adaptation needed for instances and other
language definitions. In most cases, co-adaptation can be achieved au-
tomatically. Automated co-adaptation can be provided for language in-
stances [27, 56] and semantics descriptions [31, 32]. Hence, language de-
scriptions and instances are kept in sync and language erosion is prevented.
Furthermore, transformational adaptation makes language change explicit
and provides documentation and traceability. For some change, manual
adaptation remains feasible. In this case, we advice small changes in order
to keep co-adaptation manageable and to avoid language erosion.

Once a language description is adapted, either by hand or by tools, the
development cycle starts over. In order to make the language run, other
language descriptions and language tools might need co-adaptation. This is
achieved by automated co-adaptation steps, by manual adjustment of generic
solutions, or by completely manual co-adaptation. Then, the new language
needs to be tested again. The language instances in the test set have to be co-
adapted. Thereby, some instances might get obsolete or new test cases might
be needed. Change, adaptation, and co-adaptation remain manageable due
to small adaptation steps and frequent repetition of the development cycle.

Example 10 (Adaption of the stream-oriented language) The stream-
oriented language can be extended in several ways: First, connections between
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sources and sinks become explicit. Therefore, the language engineer turns the
corresponding association into a class. The adaptation of the metamodel and
the co-adaptations of the semantics description and of language instances are
achieved completely by automated transformations. Then, sources are allowed
to connect to more than one sink and vice versa. This is done by generalis-
ing the corresponding association with help of an automated transformation.
Language instances are automatically co-adapted. Since the language engi-
neer has to define the meaning of possibly new instances, language semantics
need to be extended manually. In a further step, the language user wants
to integrate warnings originating from several sensors by a consensus algo-
rithm. Therefore, the language engineer introduces consensus filters as a new
language concept. Again, adaptation is achieved automatically. It does not
invalidate language instances. Semantics are extended manually to specify the
meaning of the introduced concept. Next, the language engineer increases the
expressivity of the language by introducing filters with user-definable expres-
sions. The language user experiments with these new filters and recognises
the need for internal states and explicit buffers in these filters. Like for the
introduction of consensus filters, both adaptations do not invalidate existing
language instances. Semantics need to be extended manually for the new
language constructs.

5 Related Work
5.1 Community Process
Most multi-purpose languages are developed within a community process.
Multi-purpose languages are used by a larger community. A community
process allows to react to developments and flows within that community.
Examples are the development of UML recommendations within the OMG
or the advancement of Java through the Java community process. Commu-
nity processes are heavyweight processes. Specification and implementation
of language and language tools are separated. Scope and size of languages
and process cause many problems. The needs of many people have to be uni-
fied. This requires time and lots of compromises. Backward compatibility is
always a limiting factor. There are often wanted or unwanted discrepancies
between language specification and tools from different vendors implementing
it. But, the scope and size of community processes are also its biggest advan-
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tage. For example, the bigger market for multi-purpose languages allows for
manual implementation of very sophisticated tool-support. Agile language
engineering, as proposed in this paper, is the contrary form of language engi-
neering and relies on cheaply deriving tool-support from declarative language
models.

5.2 Internal DSLs
Using internal DSLs almost feels like writing in a new language—although
you are just using a normal multi-purpose programming language. There
are particular programming languages that are suited for internal DSLs, be-
cause these languages provide a very flexible concrete syntax and exten-
sive metaprogramming facilities. Example languages are Ruby, Smalltalk, or
Lisp. All these languages are vividly used for internal DSLs.

Besides existing programming languages, there are several metaprogram-
ming languages based on MOF-like metamodelling mechanisms, that can be
used for internal languages or are tightly connected to external language de-
velopment. Such languages are used in the XMF framework [14], the Meta
Programming System (MPS) [15], and Kermeta [50].

Internal DSLs are an inevitable consequence of agile engineering and con-
tinuous refactoring. Engineering with internal DSLs can be understood as a
weak form of agile language engineering that requires the language user to
be a software engineer.

5.3 Language Workbenches
In contrast to internal DSLs, external DSL development requires to build
languages with their own syntax and all tools necessary. To ease the develop-
ment of such languages and allow rapid prototyping for languages, language
workbenches and language frameworks offer sets of tools and metalanguages
to describe different language aspects and create tools from these descrip-
tions.

Examples for these workbenches and frameworks based on grammars are
the ASF+SDF Meta-Environment [52], LDL [40], and The Eclipse IMP [22].
Model-based frameworks are GME [3] or XMF [14] (originated in the MMF
approach [13]), and metaprogramming facilities like MPS [15], kermeta [50],
MetaEdit+ [34], AToM3 [35], AMMA [42] and ATL [23], or openArchitec-
tureWare [1]. Other workbenches and frameworks are based on graph gram-
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mars and graph transformations are Graph REwrite And Transformations
(GReaT) [12], DiaGen [53], Moses [41], or Tiger [49].

These workbenches and frameworks can be used for agile language en-
gineering or to realise the vision of language-oriented programming [15].
Language-oriented programming combines multiple domain-specific languages
and their development with the actual software development. When an ab-
straction is identified, it is directly integrated into the project’s DSLs and
used right away. Creating DSLs becomes a daily habit as creating APIs,
libraries, or classes is in today’s software engineering. Agile language engi-
neering can complement agile software engineering using language-oriented
programming.

6 Conclusion
6.1 Contribution
In this paper, we applied agile principles to language engineering. We pointed
out the different roles in language engineering, typical development scenarios,
and consequences for user collaboration throughout the engineering process.

We exemplified agile language engineering for the development of a stream-
oriented language from the domain of earthquake detection. Based on this
example, we showed how agile language engineering can be applied by util-
ising existing language engineering techniques. We investigated solutions
to efficiently develop language tools. We are concerned with the testing of
language aspects and the evaluation of language tests. Stepwise language
adaptation was discussed as a way to control frequent language change and
to avoid erosion between language specifications, tools, and instances. In
general agile language engineering can allow to efficiently engineer languages
that change frequently. Therefore, this approach is particular useful for de-
veloping DSLs.

Thereby agile language engineering presents only engineering process
principles and the general course of action. For every language, specific
language frameworks have to be combined to find a specific agile language
engineering process. We want to stress that the presented examples and uses
meta-languages and tools only constitute an example application of agile
language engineering principles.
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6.2 Future Work
The agile principles discussed and applied to language engineering in this
paper are only a first step towards agile language engineering. Now we need
formal studies, involving real world languages. This does not only concern the
language engineering itself, but also the software engineering that is based
on the developed languages. For user collaboration, further investigations
about the interactions between agile language engineering processes and agile
software engineering processes are needed. Based on the general process
presented in this paper, more concrete agile processes have to be designed
and evaluated.

We listed some of the growing number of language frameworks and work-
benches. To allow the efficient development of highly integrated tool chains,
we need to find generic interaction and integration mechanisms between dif-
ferent language engineering frameworks and concrete language tools. Lan-
guage workbenches are a beginning, but the possibilities to integrate tools
created with different technologies are limited. The integration of frame-
works and tools for several language aspects also influences automatic tests
for language tools and adaptation and automated co-adaptation. Further-
more, frameworks for automated tests and co-adaptation have to be devel-
oped for all the used meta-languages and must also be applicable to manually
altered generated language tools.
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